The *Chevron* standard for judging agency statutory interpretations is ubiquitous in administrative law cases. The prototypical *Chevron* case arises where an agency has promulgated a regulation that takes a particular view of the authorizing statute, and the regulation is then challenged as inconsistent with the statute. At that point, the court is supposed to ask first, whether “Congress has directly spoken to the precise question at issue” and if so, whether the regulation is consistent with the clear meaning of the statute. If the “statute is silent or ambiguous with respect to the specific issue, [then] the question for the court is whether the agency’s answer is based on a permissible construction of the statute.”

What few, if any, scholars have noticed is that the Supreme Court in 1993 spoke approvingly of a standard that seems to be utterly different from *Chevron*: the *Salerno* standard. In the *(in)famous* 1987 decision of United States *v.* Salerno, the Court said that no facial challenge to a law can succeed unless the plaintiff demonstrates that there is “no set of circumstances” in which the law could be applied constitutionally.

Then came the extension of *Salerno* into the statutory context. In the 1993 decision of Reno *v.* Flores, which involved a facial challenge to an INS regulation, the Court said (quoting *Salerno*) that “respondents ‘must establish that no set of circumstances exists under which the [regulation] would be valid.’” This is true, the Court said, “as to both the constitutional challenges and the statutory challenge.” Surprisingly, *Reno v. Flores* has not been discussed in the scholarly literature of administrative law, despite the confusion it has caused various lower courts.

The D.C. Circuit is, of course, the main venue for challenging administrative rulemakings, and is therefore the main source of law on such challenges. Despite *Reno*, that court has had difficulty coming to a definite conclusion on the very existence of statutory *Salerno*. In one post-*Reno* case, the court said the *Salerno* standard does not apply when a regulation is challenged as facially in violation of a statute: “[W]e hold that the *Salerno* standard does not apply here. The Supreme Court has never adopted a ‘no set of circumstances’ test to assess the validity of a regulation challenged as facially incompatible with governing statutory law.” The court pointed out that the Supreme Court had in one case “upheld a facial challenge under normal *Chevron* standards, despite the existence of clearly valid applications of the regulation.” Then the D.C. Circuit Court observed that the Supreme Court had “on several occasions invalidated agency regulations challenged as facially inconsistent with governing statutes despite the presence of easily imaginable valid applications.” Based on this analysis, the court concluded that “the normal *Chevron* test is not transformed into an even more lenient ‘no valid applications’ test just because the attack is facial.”

In a later D.C. Circuit opinion, however, the court decided to sidestep the question about whether statutory *Salerno* exists.

NMA brought the case as a facial challenge to the rules. Yet NMA conceded at oral argument that even by its lights, “the rules” could be constitutionally applied in some cases. Whether that concession should have ended this aspect of the case under the doctrine that a law valid in some of its applications cannot be struck down as invalid on its face is a question we leave to another day.

Soon thereafter, the court was again faced with the question of whether *Salerno* applied in the statutory context. Having noticed the conflicting precedents, the court decided to avoid the question of whether to follow its prior panel decision in the first *National Mining* case, or to follow the Supreme Court’s dictum in *Reno v. Flores*. The court thought resolving this question was unnecessary because the petitioners would lose under any of the possible standards.

Thus, the reference to *Salerno* in *Reno v. Flores* has caused great confusion. And no wonder. It is extraordinarily difficult to see how the *Salerno* standard could be consistent with *Chevron*. *Salerno*, at least on its face, is a much more demanding test for a plaintiff to have to meet in order to get an administrative interpretation declared unlawful. While a plaintiff could win under *Chevron* either by showing that the agency had violated a clear directive of Congress, or by showing that the agency interpretation was unreasonable, *Salerno* would seem to dictate that a plaintiff cannot ever win unless he can show that there is “no set of circumstances” in which the regulation would be consistent with the statute. Because it would take an extraordinarily obtuse agency to fail so completely in writing such a regulation, applying *Salerno* in the statutory context would seem to dictate that plaintiffs will always lose. This conception of *Salerno* explains why the D.C. Circuit once held that “the normal *Chevron* test is not transformed into an even more lenient ‘no valid applications’ test just because the attack is facial.”

The problem may, however, lie in the usual view of *Salerno*. Most people think *Salerno* means judges are supposed to count up all possible applications (assuming such a task is possible in the first place), examine the validity of each one, and proceed to facial invalidation only if it turns out that all applications are invalid. One might call this the bottom-up view of *Salerno*, and it seems to be held by legal scholars, circuit courts of appeal,
and Supreme Court Justices.\textsuperscript{22} For example, Justice Scalia, the most prominent proponent of Salerno as to all contexts, once wrote that a certain statute could not be facially unconstitutional, “since there are apparently some applications of the statute that are perfectly constitutional.”\textsuperscript{23} In another case, he claimed that the petitioner “can defeat the respondents’ facial challenge by conjuring up a single valid application of the law.”\textsuperscript{24}

I argue, relying heavily on the exemplary work of Marc Isserles,\textsuperscript{25} that the bottom-up view of Salerno is wrong. The main thrust of Isserles’s work is that Salerno is merely descriptive. That is, the “no set of circumstances test” is not a “test” at all, in the normal use of that word. Rather, the phrase “no set of circumstances” merely describes what happens when a statute is declared facially invalid. And a ruling of facial invalidity doesn’t arise from a process wherein a judge (or his law clerk) laboriously tallies up all the conceivable invalid applications of the statute. Rather, courts rely on various constitutional doctrines that literally look only at the “face” of the statute.

On this top-down theory, facial invalidation comes first, on its own terms, and thereby causes the invalidity of all the statute’s applications. The bottom-up theory of Salerno, in which the invalidity of all applications causes facial invalidation, gets the causal relationship precisely backwards. As the Court once said, though perhaps unawares of the significance of its phrasing, “There is no reason to limit challenges to case-by-case ‘as applied’ challenges when the statute on its face and therefore in all its applications falls short of constitutional demands.”\textsuperscript{26}

Moreover, the bottom-up view makes little sense on its face. Any given statute might have innumerable potential applications, many of which might not be foreseable by a given court or plaintiff. It would be absurd to demand that a plaintiff come up with an affirmative description of the constitutional invalidity of every application of a statute. If that were the requirement, facial invalidation would be practically impossible.\textsuperscript{27}

Consider a few examples: The Lemon test\textsuperscript{28} provides that the Establishment Clause is violated if a law 1) lacks a secular legislative purpose, 2) has the primary effect of advancing or inhibiting religion, or 3) creates excessive governmental entanglement with religion.\textsuperscript{29} In one famous case, Edwards v. Aguillard,\textsuperscript{30} the Court considered a law providing that public school teachers treat creationism equally with evolution.\textsuperscript{31} The Court struck this law down on its face, reasoning that the actual purpose was to endorse religion.\textsuperscript{32} Note, however, that the facial invalidity was due solely to a consideration of the law’s purpose, and not to any consideration of every possible application. And this makes sense—an impermissible purpose would presumably affect (and thus invalidate) every possible application. So once the court has figured out that a statute was passed with an unconstitutional purpose, it can rule that the statute is facially invalid.

Consider as well the First Amendment caselaw on content-discrimination. In Police Department of Chicago v. Mosley,\textsuperscript{33} for example, the Court considered a statute that prohibited picketing except for that inspired by labor concerns.\textsuperscript{34} The Court held that this content discrimination necessitated striking down the law on its face.\textsuperscript{35} But note: the facial invalidation arose here not by counting up the number of invalid applications, but by looking for a discriminatory effect. And such a discriminatory effect automatically made all applications invalid, even though an evenhanded law could likely be constitutionally applied to all the non-labor picketers.\textsuperscript{36}

In short, after a court holds a statute facially invalid, all applications of the statute are indeed invalid. But it is crucial to get the chain of causation correct here: the invalidity of all applications does not cause facial invalidity, but rather flows from it. Facial considerations come first, and Salerno merely describes the ultimate result: the invalidity of all applications.

So, what precisely are the types of statutory challenges that would by nature result in facial invalidation (and hence satisfy Salerno)? Isserles theorizes that a “valid rule facial challenge is a challenge alleging that the statutory terms themselves, and not particular statutory applications, trigger constitutional scrutiny.”\textsuperscript{37} Translating to the administrative context, a facial challenge should allege that the regulation’s terms themselves, not particular applications, violate a statutory command in some way that affects all applications.

If this view of Salerno is correct, then the analogue in the statutory context is none other than Chevron Step One. Under Step One, if a statute is clear as to a particular issue, and the agency’s regulation is contrary to the statute, then the regulation is to that extent facially invalid.\textsuperscript{38} As a result, the regulation must be vacated on its face and/or remanded to the agency for further consideration. In any event, a facial challenge under Step One is judged not by imagining all possible applications of the regulation, but by a direct “facial” comparison of the regulation and the authorizing statute. Here, as under the modified view of Salerno, facial considerations come first, causing the invalidity of all potential applications, not the other way around.

For example, regulations are often struck down because the agency failed to follow some required procedure. Under the Administrative Procedure Act, an informal rulemaking proceeding must satisfy certain procedures: First, notice must be published in the Federal Register, containing a “statement of the time, place, and nature of public rule making proceedings;” a “reference to the legal authority under which the rule is proposed;” and “either the terms or substance of the proposed rule
or a description of the subjects and issues involved.”
Second, the agency must give all interested persons “an opportunity to participate in the rule making through submission of written data, views, or arguments.”
Third, the agency “shall incorporate in the rules adopted a concise general statement of their basis and purpose.”

Regulations are often challenged on the grounds that the agency failed to meet one or more of these procedural requirements—most often that the notice provided by the agency was insufficient. The court will usually find that the agency’s notice was sufficient as long as the ultimate rule is a “logical outgrowth” of the proposed version of the rule. But if the rule is not a logical outgrowth, the court will deem the agency’s notice to have been insufficient—and the rule will be facially invalidated, at least as to those provisions affected by the lack of notice.

Note that facial invalidation here does not proceed by asking whether all applications of the regulation are inconsistent with the statute. Indeed, the courts do not even ask whether any application is inconsistent with the statute. Rather, the question of validity is decided by the agency’s compliance with required procedures—and failure to comply can facially invalidate a regulation even if all applications would otherwise be consistent with the statute. In this respect, administrative cases resemble some constitutional cases. A law passed out of a discriminatory motivation might be facially invalidated even if every application was otherwise constitutional. And there too, the legislature could, at least in theory, constitutionally pass the same law if it had a proper motivation, just as the agency could promulgate the same regulation if it followed the proper procedures. The question of facial invalidity rests not on the validity of any particular applications, but on the agency’s compliance with trans-substantive statutory norms, or the legislature’s compliance with trans-substantive constitutional norms.

Another example would be where the regulation outright contradicts the statute on a certain point. Obviously, this is the paradigmatic Chevron Step One question. Under Chevron, if the statute is clear as to an issue, and the regulation is inconsistent with the statute, then the rule is facially invalid, whether or not particular applications might otherwise be valid if encompassed by a regulation consistent with the statute. As the Court itself said, “If the intent of Congress is clear, that is the end of the matter; for the court, as well as the agency, must give effect to the unambiguously expressed intent of Congress.” One reaches the same result by applying statutory Salerno. Where the regulation flatly contradicts the statute, the contradiction affects every possible application, which is why facial invalidation is appropriate.

A dissent by Justice Scalia gives a colorful example of why this is so. Imagine a statute that says, “No premeditated killing,” and a regulation that says merely, “No killing.” In such a case, the regulation is facially in violation of the statute, even though the regulation could lawfully be applied to the subset of killings that are premeditated. Scalia’s full discussion of this point is as follows:

It is one thing to say that a facial challenge to a regulation that omits statutory element $x$ must be rejected if there is any set of facts on which the statute does not require $x$. It is something quite different—and unlike any doctrine of “facial challenge” I have ever encountered—to say that the challenge must be rejected if the regulation could be applied to a state of facts in which element $x$ happens to be present. On this analysis, the only regulation susceptible to facial attack is one that not only is invalid in all its applications, but also does not sweep up any person who could have been held liable under a proper application of the statute. That is not the law. Suppose a statute that prohibits “premeditated killing of a human being,” and an implementing regulation that prohibits “killing a human being.” A facial challenge to the regulation would not be rejected on the ground that, after all, it could be applied to a killing that happened to be premeditated. It could not be applied to such a killing, because it does not require the factfinder to find premeditation, as the statute requires.

What Justice Scalia is getting at here, though not in so many words, is that the fault with the hypothetical regulation is its facial inconsistency with the statute, and that this inconsistency automatically makes all applications invalid. This occurs even though the application to a killing that actually was premeditated would otherwise be in accord with the statute. It is crucial to focus on this aspect—if a court started its reasoning from the “bottom up,” that is, by imagining all possible applications and judging their validity in accordance with the statute, the court might well conclude, contra Scalia, that the application of the regulation to a genuinely premeditated killing was valid. But it is clear from this passage that Justice Scalia was engaged in “top down” reasoning, in which the validity of various applications are determined by first examining whether the regulation is facially consistent with the statute. If a flat inconsistency is found, all applications are thereby made invalid, just as Isserles hypothesized for the constitutional context.

In numerous cases, courts have facially invalidated a regulation or regulatory provision, based not on a sum total of possible applications, but by using a similar Step One inquiry. If the statute and the regulation conflict over a given point, then the regulation is to that extent facially invalid, and hypothesizing about possible applications is irrelevant.

The role of Chevron Step One shows up perhaps most strikingly in those cases where a court strikes down...
an agency interpretation, not because the interpretation was inconsistent with the statute, but because the agency wrongly assumed that a particular interpretation was commanded by the statute, even though the agency actually had discretion on the particular point. In such cases, a court may facially invalidate the agency interpretation under Chevron Step One, even while acknowledging that the agency could turn right around and promulgate an identical interpretation in the exercise of its discretion. As the D.C. Circuit has said, “an agency regulation must be declared invalid, even though the agency might be able to adopt the regulation in the exercise of its discretion, if it ‘was not based on the [agency’s] own judgment but rather on the unjustified assumption that it was Congress’ judgment that such [a regulation is] desirable.’” Thus, Chevron Step One can lead to facial invalidity even where every application is otherwise valid.

In sum, Salerno has often been misunderstood, even by distinguished judges and scholars, as an extraneous “test” imposed on constitutional adjudication from the outside. It has been seen as requiring the court to hypothesize about all possible circumstances or applications before venturing to declare a statute unconstitutional.

Such a vision of Salerno is in sharp conflict with the Chevron model of adjudication, in which a regulation will be upheld as long as it neither contradicts the statute nor is unreasonable. Thus, the Supreme Court’s holding that Salerno applies equally to statutory challenges has caused great confusion.

This conflict between Salerno and Chevron can be avoided, however, if Salerno is reconceptualized (following Marc Isserles) as purely descriptive. As I explain above, that reconceptualization makes eminent sense, and indeed is the only way that a seemingly impossible-to-meet Salerno “test” can be reconciled with Chevron.
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